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WHY DO WE DELIBERATE ON THE FUTURE?
When deciding what to do, we deliberate on future states, and never on past states. While
we might think about our reasons for our past decisions, we never take past states to be
‘open’ to decision now in the same way as future states. What is the reason for this asymmetry? A natural answer appeals to causation: it is because our decisions now can cause
future states (but not past states) that we deliberate only on the future. But assuming a temporal asymmetry of causation is problematic if we also want to use features of deliberation
to explain the asymmetry of causation—as a number of recent ‘agent-based’ accounts of
causation do. In this talk I’ll consider how we might give a non-causal account of why we
deliberate on the future. I’ll ultimately recommend an approach that appeals to the function
of deliberation.
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